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Law firms with formal sales processes generate more revenues 

According to a recent white paper published by Harvard Business Review (HBR), companies with a 
formal sales process generate more revenue. In this blog I explore how law firms can adopt best 
practice accepting that the “sales” environment is quite different. 

Research undertaken by Vantage Point Performance and Sales Management Association looked at 
62 large national and international companies selling B2B. Companies which had an effective sales 
pipeline management process had an average growth rate of 15% and where companies focused on 
3 specific practices in relation to pipeline management they reported higher revenue growth of up 
to 28% - many companies with a similar size, revenue, national and international reach as law firms 

So I asked, what can we learn from this study, in the legal sector, and how can we apply best practice 
in relation to pipeline management? 

There are of course 2 major differences – law firms are partnerships and don’t have teams of sales 
people focused on winning business. Those that win the work generally do the work. Whilst that 
might mean extra challenges in terms of implementing a formal sales process, I don’t see it as a 
reason not to do it.  

The HBR report highlighted 3 areas of best practice which lead to increased revenues and I believe 
that law firms that adopt these practices can expect to see the same increase in revenue as the 
businesses that took part in the study.  

Establish a clearly defined sales process 

The study showed an 18% difference in revenue growth between those companies that defined a 
formal sales process and those that didn’t. 

The sales process is effectively the sales pipeline and the stages used to measure and manage the 
progress of any work the firm is trying to win. The sales process in most firms has the following 5 
stages in the pipeline and attempts are made at each stage to predict the likelihood of success.  

• Initial contact 

• Qualification 

• Meeting  

• Proposal/pitch 

• Instruction 

The importance of a sales pipeline is now much better understood in firms than it was just a few 
years ago and people responsible for winning work can generally describe the firm’s process.  

However, this generic definition of the sales process does not align the stages of the pipeline with 
how clients move through their buying process and is likely to lead to generic performance 

Clients go through 5 clearly defined stages when making decisions to buy high value business 
services, such as legal services and if the stages of the sales pipeline and the milestones which are 
measured, are aligned to the stages of the clients’ decision making, partners can use the right 
strategies at each stage and increase their win rate. 
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Most firms have great strategies for managing tenders at the bottom of the sales pipeline but I find 
the same level of sophistication is often not applied at earlier stages of the sales pipeline – so my 
question is if firms applied the same level of expertise at earlier stages how much more business 
could they win? 

Spend at least 3 hours a month on pipeline management 

As well as having a robust sales process,  the survey showed that companies which spent at least 3 
hours per month managing each individual’s pipeline saw 11% greater revenue growth than those 
that spent fewer than 3 hours.  

However, it’s not just about the time spent on managing the pipeline but how that time is spent. 
Time spent predicting deal sizes, legal spend, tender dates and probabilities is forecasting. Time 
spent reviewing the health of the pipeline, how deals can be progressed through the pipeline, what 
needs to be done to ensure deals are won, is managing the pipeline in a productive way and will lead 
to more business wins. 

Law firms generally don’t have “sales managers” – so who needs to have these pipeline 
management conversations?  Generally practice group heads or heads of department have 
responsibility for ensuring that fee earners are effective at BD and meetings where individuals’ BD 
performance is being reviewed should focus on helping them to develop a plan to move deals 
forward not just reviewing activities and forecasting deals. 

Train sales managers on pipeline management 

The survey showed that companies who trained their sales managers to manage their pipelines, saw 
their revenue grow 9% faster than those who didn’t 

As I said previously law firms generally don’t have sales managers, so anyone involved in managing 
fee earner performance needs training – training targeted at dealing with specific pipeline 
challenges e.g. helping fee earners to prioritise opportunities when time for BD is always a challenge, 
how to determine the size of the pipeline, explore why opportunities appear to be “stuck” and 
helping them develop the right strategies to move through the pipeline. The focus of meetings needs 
to be on coaching not simply inspection and review. 

So in summary, firms need to define their sales process around clients’ decision making, commit to 
good pipeline management and enable partners and fee earners to carry it out. 

Most law firms are successful and continue to flourish in spite of their current structure and business 
practices not because of them. As the market for legal service becomes increasingly challenging, 
should law firms look more closely at their sales processes and look at how to adopt best practices 
from the corporate world to ensure continued success? 

In future blogs I will explore implementation of a formal sales process and explore strategies for 
managing all stages of the sales pipeline. 
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